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a. The training as a liberation coach was much more extensive, but Marja has 

specialized in liberation coaching. Her teacher has therefore forwarded 

clients to her. General practitioners, dance therapists, a hypnotherapist etc. 

ditto. 
 

b. Liberation Coaching: a method to liberate from traumas, bad memories/ 

expectations WITHOUT talking about it, WITHOUT re-experiencing, WITHOUT re-traumatization, WITHOUT 

hypnosis, WITHOUT touch. And you do it all yourself, so you have all the control. Action… during the consul-

tation you scale the degree of burden per subject. You change that charge through coaching. Result... 

memory remains, but the charge is gone. Then you remember experiences without the burden of the load: 

then you have it VER-worked, WEG-worked. Then you can NOT be triggered anymore. Then you are FREE. 

Also for stopping addictions, including the essential clearing of the underlying problems based on 

avoidance / anesthetic behavior (to prevent another addiction). 
 

c. Safe, effective, and sustainable method: usually within 1 hour freed from previous obstacles that are no 

longer effective! 

There is only 1 known side effect: so much regret, sometimes even anger... that they have doubted for so 

long whether it is really possible, and therefore did not do it much earlier! 

Contra-indication: Addiction to drama, fear that there is nothing left to complain about. What now?! 

General reactions:  

- How fast this works! Cleared up in 50 minutes what has not been possible in 60 years of psychotherapy! 

- This is fun and nice to do!      - So simple, yet so effective!  

- I feel pounds lighter!      - I've never felt so happy!  

- I've looked up to it for nothing. It went well!   - If only I had done it much sooner!  
 

d. PRACTICE EXAMPLES (anonymized):  

1. Dance therapist stagnates with client who suffers from severe Multiple Personality Disorder (DID) and asks 

for help. Then 2x one hour of liberation coaching by phone; dance therapist is with the cl. both timesl. Cl. is 

trigger-free without re-experiences and no longer needs dance therapy. So dance therapist stops with cl. 

2. 70-year-old woman could not let go of the past, despite 60 years of therapy (from the age of 10). After 

only one hour of liberation coaching by phone, she finally feels completely free and is very happy. 

3. Orthopedagoge has 6 y. son with eating problem and ADHD. After EFT instruction for more rest / balance 

and nutritional advice without color/ odor/ flavors, it goes fine. 

4. Autistic man needs a hold. Makes a first aid surprise box with a step-by-step plan to get ahead of things. 

Makes so happy, feels much safer. 

5. Just before a meeting, a lady collapses from a severe headache, she is familiar with it. After 5 minutes 

Angel healing around her head, the headache is gone and she can go to the meeting. 

6. A singer from Brabant would get a hernia operation. During the Angel healing (without touching) all 

around her, a shock went through her body. The operation was no longer necessary. 

7. A woman does not get rid of painful armpit inflammation for months through a doctor. With diet advice it 

is over within one week! When her doctor hears this, he reacts laconic. 

8. Sensitive teenager with unrest and fear for the future. After liberation coaching and energetic protection 

tips, she is doing well: calm, with courage, more herself. 

 

Client REACTIONS regarding liberation coaching (shortened). 

Liberation Coaching  Petra van der Hoeven, Spain - Mallorca (mental coach): "Ik heb gewerkt aan een thema waar ik 
echt last van had, mocht niets uitleggen. Marja coachte me in hoe ik de last ervan zelf kon transformeren in 20 
minuten telefoneren. Weer niet eens meer wat het probleem was! Een regelrechte aanrader." 
Liberation Coaching  Jurgen Kamandlou, Iran - Teheran (creative therapist, Coach for Consciousness): " Despite what 
I already did to live more freely and happily and to be more myself, it kept rumbling in the depths. But in 2017, after 
45 minutes of coaching by Marja (by phone!) there was suddenly peace. And it was so easy, even fun to do." 

Addiction Coaching  Senna van Wordragen, The Netherlands - Westervoort  (young, with talents and ambitions):  
"I went in with hope and enthusiasm! As I went along, I became more skeptical because it was so short and simple! 
When we were done Marja asked: “And, feel for a cigarette?”. Not then, not all day and… why didn't I feel like it 
anymore?!?? I found my 'treatment' pleasant, simple and, perhaps the most important, cosy!" 
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